Virgil J. Vogel's Iowa Placenames of Indian
is now out of print. The chances are good that the name is based on a Native American name or term. Iowa-and indeed every state-is replete with such place names. Here at long last is a comprehensive, up-to-date, scholarly inventory of such names for each of the 50 states. Iowa is of course a prominent contributor to that inventory, for the Indian tribes that lived here provided a long register of place names, beginning with the state's namesake. The Sauk and Meskwaki are of course represented in those names, specifically by Keokuk, Keosauqua, Keota, and Tama, but greater numbers are based on sources from outside the state. The Algonquin Mascouten and Potawatomi are represented in county names, but there are numerous and unlikely entries that include such alien ones as Camanche, Chillicothe, Dakota City, Hiawatha, Mineola, Mingo, Nodaway, Okoboji, Rock River, Shenandoah, Titonka, and Wahpeton, to name only a few. Many of these are based on words in eastern languages, but some are based, for example, on Dakota Sioux terms. The entries are alphabetized in one unit, for any breakdown by state would have been impossible. This scholarly book is eminently usable by anyone seeking to understand the cultural setting of a geographic place name. You will find the book an education in itself. Abraham Lincoln practiced law for a quarter-century and considered it his primary profession, yet we know relatively little about his legal career and its impact on his political views and his presidency. Most biographers have slighted or even ignored this dimension of Lincoln's life simply because they lacked sufficient documentation of the thousands of legal actions that involved him in some way. Previous studies typically highlighted a few memorable but unrepresentative cases, including the famous "almanac trial," the wreck of the steamboat Effie Afton, the Manny Reaper patent case, the notorious Matson slave case, and Lincoln's litigation for the Illinois Central Railroad. The result was a fragmentary and skewed portrait of Lincoln the lawyer that often
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